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Welcome to the Eagles Book Blog. We are going to share with you the
book that we have been recently reading in class and then we are
going to explain how to use your new reading diaries.
In our English lessons over the past two weeks we have been looking
at our first text, ‘The Unforgotten Coat’ by Frank Cottrell Boyce.

This book is about a Mongolian refugee family who have travelled to
the UK and have settled in a place called Bootle in Liverpool. The
story is focused in a primary school and the main characters are
Chingis and Nergui and their ‘Good Guide’ Julie.
Here are some of our thoughts
“ I love this book , it is amazing ! “ Gracie.
“ I really liked the bit were Julie was desperate to go to the boys
house but in the end they figured out a way to go to her house”.
Macey.
“ I liked looking at all the polaroids because they made me want to
know more and ask questions .” Harriett

“ I really liked finding out about the traditional Mongolian homes –
yurts”. Hannah

Fun fact!
We are very lucky because we have a student in Eagles who is related
to the author of the book. Mrs Colothan and Mrs Atherton are
arranging a zoom with Frank Cottrell Boyce and we’re very excited
about this.

Reading Diaries
You will all have been given a reading diary for recording your reading
at home. You will need to bring it in with your reading books on
Monday, ready to change your book on Tuesday. Send it to your
teacher over on Seesaw what’s inside the book.

Fun Facts
There are pages for your timetable, favourite book list, note book and
fun reading tips that can help you enjoy reading.

Thank you for reading Eagles Book Blog!

